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COLIN MEHEUX
Colin Meheux
It is with great sadness that we have to announce that Colin Meheux passed away on
19th August.
Colin is remembered by the longer serving members as a key figure in the Friends of
Romsey Signal Box. His support about 10 years ago years ago, helped to keep the
project going through the ―lean times‖ for volunteer input.
There will be an article about Colin in the next newsletter.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Peter Chatfield
There is so much news....where to start??!! Well, maybe as we‘re
always looking to the future, to where the next development is,
perhaps we should pause for a moment to consider the Project‘s
past. So where better to start than with Dick Hewett, without
whom Romsey Signal Box Project would not have got to where it
is today.
So, on Sunday 6 June, we enjoyed an event to remember – a celebration of Dick‘s long
association with our Project. We were lucky to have an entire mayoral party attend,
together with several special guests. Cllr Chris and Frances Lynn, Mayor and Mayoress
of Test Valley, and Cllr Mike and Rita Curtis, Mayor and Mayoress of Romsey, graced
us with their presence; and also Audrey Gebbie, ex-headmistress of Romsey Infants
School, and Bill Tyndall, who travelled from Herefordshire, were present. Audrey, as
many will know, had the idea of saving the signal box for educational purposes, and Bill
was influential in the early days, especially securing valuable items of signalling and other
railway equipment. Joan and Lisa put on a superb spread, so much so that Chris Lynn
said after the event how much he had enjoyed the cakes!
I was especially pleased that Dick‘s event went well because Dick had been so central
to the future of Romsey Signal Box for so long. We should not forget that, at one
point, the Project almost folded, but Dick‘s response was to take whatever remedial
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action he could. Looking at where the signal box has got to now, it is a truly sobering
thought to think that all the hard work of getting the project off the ground could so
easily have been lost...
Next, on a subject dear to Dick‘s heart and, it seems Clive‘s too, we finally have some
news on the meat container (visitor van). The poor container, which has seemed closer
to collapse as each day passes, will have a new home on the Watercress Line (MidHants Railway). I hope you will agree that it is far better that it can be restored for use
on a heritage line rather than rot away, so thanks to Clive and Neil for making the
enquiries to get this result. We are hoping the Mid-Hants will collect it by October.
That will allow space for a new shed to be erected, and this is where we are planning
to store Cowley Bridge Junction miniature signal box.
Talking of which, yours truly did undertake to restore four instruments for Cowley
Bridge miniature signal box. I‘m pleased to say these are near completion, so I will
shortly be contacting Alan Johnstone to review how close Cowley Bridge is to
completion. We are now looking at getting Cowley Bridge to Romsey by 2012 at the
latest.
Much has recently been done on site, and Clive has given us his usual full report. A
great deal of tidying has been done, and a new telegraph pole erected, among many
other things. Clive continues to put in an extraordinary amount of time on the project,
and we are extremely grateful for this.
I can also report exciting plans to develop the outdoor signalling works. This will
transform the visual and operational attractiveness of the signalling – on completion,
just over half the 23 levers will work ‗true‘ functions. A huge amount of effort has gone
into consulting on, thinking through, and making achievable, the proposal. Many thanks
to all in the S&T Working Party, but especially Mike Walshaw and Clive Millward. This
has been in addition to the ‗normal‘ S&T works – thanks also to Simon, Steve and
Stuart – being undertaken three times a year.
We were fortunate to have received a grant from Romsey Town Council, and this has
been used for production of a superb sign by Rod Hoyle. Clive and Rod are also
working on new wooden seating for the landscaped area.
Volunteer numbers remain healthy at Open Days. Joan and Rod do much of the
gardening, with Joan also doing the Treasurer role. Gavin is frequently to be seen doing
much of the heavy work (but hopefully stopping frequently for tea!). Meanwhile, our
younger members, now lead by Luke, have been working on the trolley. As well as
being a stalwart on the demos, Neil has also been giving talks to interested local groups,
one of whom kindly gave us over £100 in donations (they can invite us back!!).
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Demo practice sessions will take place immediately following the September and
October open days. It is hoped that we will then have more folks sharing the demos,
and more involvement of our younger members in the demos.
We continue to engage with the Buildings Trust regarding the adjacent land as it is
prepared for new housing. Thanks to Ted who continues to be our ‗eyes and ears‘ at
the Trust.
As always, I am very grateful for the interest and support of all of you. Without your
support, we simply wouldn‘t be able to achieve as much as we do. Please do keep
supporting us, the Project is alive and well and very much developing. Any time you can
offer by way of volunteering is invaluable, and really does spread the load at a time
when it is quite a challenge to keep doing all the various things we want to take
forward. Please don‘t hesitate to contact myself or Clive regarding any aspect of
volunteering.
Thank you all, and very best wishes. Peter Chatfield

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
As I write, we are preparing for the September Heritage Open Days Weekend. We
will be open Saturday 11th September, 10 – 5pm, and Sunday 12th September, 10 –
4pm. The box will be continuously operated, so please do let me know asap whether
you can be around at any stage that weekend – we need volunteers to operate and to
man the site – any help is greatly appreciated, thank you.
We have a new stock of railway books and will be selling books at discount that weekend. We have also applied for ‗match funding‘ – if we are successful, all donations will
yield double the amount!! And on the Sunday at 4pm there will be an auction of a SR 3
-position block instrument....who will be the lucky bidder?!
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A CELEBRATION
Sunday 6th June was truly an action packed day. Not only was it an open day followed
by the AGM, but that was followed by a special celebration of Dick Hewett‘s long and
remarkable association with Romsey Signal Box Project.
We were fortunate to
have many of the
Friends there, including
several people who
were there in the early
days. Audrey Gebbie,
former headmistress of
Romsey Infants School,
who was instrumental in
saving the box, and Bill
Tyndall, who made a
significant practical
contribution to the
project, including early
acquisition of signalling
and railway items. Both
Above: Mayoral party and special guests.
Back row: Frances Lynn, Cllr Chris Lynn,
Cllr Mike Curtis, Rita Curtis. Front row:
Dick Hewett, Audrey Gebbie, Bill Tyndall.
Kneeling: Ted Mason.
Right: Dick and Bill getting a bit tied up...
Audrey and Bill spoke about Dick‘s contribution
in making the early dreams a reality. Ted Mason
and myself noted Dick‘s personal qualities and his
vision in seeing how the signal box could be
successful as a preserved building and interactive
working museum open to the public. Dick
bequeathed a legacy, and the ‗Romsey model‘ for
preserved signal boxes has influenced, and is still
influencing, the direction of many other
restoration projects.
We were also fortunate to have no fewer than
four members of the mayoralty in attendance!
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The Mayor and
Mayoress
of
Romsey, Cllr Mike
and Rita Curtis,
and the Mayor and
Mayoress of Test
Valley, Cllr Chris
and Frances Lynn.
Both
Mayors
spoke about Dick‘s
contribution to the
local community.
After
the
sp ee ch e s ,
th e
mayoral
p arty
spent quite some
time acquainting
themselves with
the operation of
the signal box, Mike Curtis pointing out to the Mayoral party that Above:
the duster must always be used to pull the levers....!
The
fantastic
buffet provided
by John and Lisa
at the event.
Left:
Dick and Neil
working on the
construction of
the
pavilion.
The construction of the pavilion has been
an aspiration of
the Friends for
years and has
now come to
spectacular
fruitition.
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Mention should be made of the superb buffet organised by Joan and Lisa. Cllr Chris
Lynn later said how very much he enjoyed the cakes! Having sat through the AGM, and
(mainly) stood through the speeches, when we eventually got to the refreshments, they
were more than welcome.
So, a really enjoyable event, and we hope Dick and Ann enjoy the ‗Cathedrals Express‘
gift. It is the least we can do to mark Dick‘s life with the signal box, and Ann‘s life living
with Dick‘s life too....!!

S&DJR LEGEND 7F NO 88 COMES TO THE MID-HANTS
10, 11, 12th September, Alton — Alresford.
Also starring newly restored ‗Black 5‘ No 45379.
And while you‘re in the area... Romsey Heritage Open Days - same weekend!
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I couldn‘t let Sunday‘s event in my honour pass without a special letter of thanks. I had an inkling that
something like that might happen, but certainly didn‘t expect to see the likes of Audrey Gebbie or Bill
Tyndall in attendance. And as for managing to get
both Mayors there – they must be sick of the sight
of me at all the various occasions we bump into
each other (we all met again last night at the theatre!).
It was very humbling to listen to the various tributes
being paid. I must say however that yours was particularly appreciated. It was very perceptive and
recognised things about my contribution to the project and to those involved in it that I myself would
never have recognised. In return, Annie observed
afterwards that you yourself have made a huge difference to the project, and have influenced quite
significantly my attitudes and approach to things.
Your personal enthusiasm and involvement from such a distance has also been the critical element which has allowed me to step away from the project with confidence. So I
think a mutual recognition and thanks is deserved.
I am also extremely grateful for the gift of a Steam Dreams voucher which was handed
to us. It was a hugely generous gesture, quite unnecessary but nevertheless very much
appreciated. Annie and I will certainly take advantage of it and enjoy a super day out at
some stage during the rest of the year.
I do feel honoured to be the President, and proud to feel that I have influenced not just
Romsey but other signal box preservation groups, without even realising it. I always
think of Romsey whenever I see a signal box anywhere else in the world. Perhaps I
should just accept it occasionally when people describe Romsey as ―my‖ Signal Box: to
some extent it has been!
With very many thanks to you and everyone else involved in organising such a wonderful occasion. I feel very humbled yet proud, and delighted to be involved with such a
fantastic project and group of people.
Yours sincerely
Dick Hewett, President, Friends of Romsey Signal Box
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S&T Sub-Committee
The S&T Working Party has now agreed terms of reference, as part of their role, to
function as a sub-committee of the Friends (subsequently agreed by the Friends‘ Committee). Mike continues to lead the S&T Working Party, although he will not attend the
working party days for about a year, due to commitments with Corfe Castle Signal Box
on the Swanage Railway. Mike was formally thanked for his considerable work by the
Friends‘ Committee. Steve Hailes and Simon Cooper will lead the S&T while Mike is
away. Clive Millward was welcomed as a formal member of the S&T WP.
Outdoor Signals
A decision has finally
been reached on the
outdoor signals – see
diagram. Over the past
few years, new equipment has been acquired,
notably a second 3aspect colour light, a
second SR shunting signal, and recently a lattice
post semaphore complete with SR corrugated arm (the latter
thanks to Epping-Ongar
Railway). It was therefore possible to review
the position of the signals. The new layout creates a complete sequence in the down
direction from Redbridge and Eastleigh, enables the front of signals to be seen from the
signal box, and will be visually and operationally attractive. Whilst acknowledging the
thoughts behind the current positions, it was felt that this is an exciting opportunity to
extend and enhance our installation.
Following the S&T day on 19th June, the Friends‘ Committee welcomed this proposal,
however, operation of the new distant signal was discussed, and this is to be via lever 3,
with the starter controlled by lever 4; the points are now to be operated by lever 8,
with possible slot to new ground frame; also, the position of the ground frame is yet to
be confirmed. A good deal of mechanical and electrical work is required to achieve this
end objective. Clive and Peter have agreed to lead on taking forward the outdoor installation, and are meeting bi-monthly for up to two years(!). Meanwhile, it is hoped
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that the S&T WP will continue to meet about three times a year to continue the S&T
works inside the box.
S&T Works
A circuit to operate no 19 position light draw-ahead signal has been devised.
The feeds from the two 12V DC power supplies to the lever locks, circuit controllers
and microswitches were finally rationalised and the inadvertent sneak paths connecting
them were removed.
A block bell has been acquired to be used with the Preece‘s instrument at the ‗other
box‘. Several items are still needed to bring this instrument into use for demonstrations
in the Visitor Centre.
The WP is taking steps to protect any exposed terminals carrying 110V AC in the locking room.
This bell for the points is not loud enough. The H&S issue will need to be addressed on
transfer of the points to number 8.
Newly acquired block-shelf indicators were designated for the Down Branch Distant
Signal on lever 4 (NB will now be no. 3), the Down Branch Home on lever 5 and a
lamp Indicator for signals 5 and 13.
Work continues to update and correct the circuit diagrams. Ten have been issued over
the past few months.
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SITE REPORT
Clive Millward, Site Manager
operations@romseysignalbox.org.uk
Another significant advance in site development has been possible over the past few
weeks. The tool shed has been sorted and fitted out; the other larger one is in the
same process. The area
around the top left
corner has been
cleared of vegetation
and the site graded to a
gentle slope where it is
hoped to grass. The
telegraph pole has been
erected though not yet
fitted with insulators or
wires. A new compost
bin has been constructed using recovered timber from the
school site and the
Strong‘s sign erected
so as to be seen from
Above: The
shed and
fencing. On
right
is
Strongs sign.

tool
new
the
the

Left: The top
area of the site,
cleared
away
reading for landscaping.
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the site and railway.
The right hand top corner is
being cleared and graded. The
old rail has again been moved
while it awaits its final destination – save or scrap?
The taller of the signals received from Epping-Ongar
Railway has been stripped of
its parts and the mast awaits
sand blasting. The meat container has been cleared out.
Paving has been completed
behind the visitor centre and
the area around the willow The area behind the pavilion, ready for paving.
tree is now in the process of
being developed.
The rodding of lever 4, the demonstration point, is being moved to lever 8, up junction
points, and an investigation is to be carried out to see if all the tall levers can be moved
around to operate points. Neil was asked if he could source a facing point lock for 9.
The younger members are constructing a seating attachment for one of the trolleys
(H&S). This is hoped to be completed for the September Open Day. Material is now on
site for the restoration of the seat by the gate and bench on the lawn. These should be
completed for the Heritage Weekend...? The lawns and gardens have suffered from the
dry summer, but Joan and Rod have still been plagued by bindweed and some mares
tail.
There are always items laying around the site that need to be cleaned and restored,
maintenance tasks and new projects, so new help is always welcome – please come
along and lend a hand and have a bit of fun!
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SOUTHAMPTON AREA LEVEL CROSSINGS
Neal Kearns takes a look at a sometimes overlooked, by nonetheless vital function of railway
signalling, the level crossing boxes of the Southampton area.
Chapel Crossing was
one of the earliest signal
boxes (c1880) to survive
until the 1980‘s in the
Southampton area. Until
the 1950‘s there had
been four running lines
at Chapel Crossing, two
‗local‘ to the Terminus
station and two through
lines to the Eastern
Docks. This explains the
very long gates. After
the
closure
of
Southampton Terminus
in 1966, Chapel Crossing controlled access Southampton Goods Depot (later National
Carriers) until closure in the late 1970‘s. The signal box closed in October 1981.
Canute Road Box was the signal box which controlled the level crossing across
Canute Road and access to the Eastern Docks. This ground level gate box was
commissioned in December 1955 to replace an older structure on the eastern side of
the line. Within 10 years the traffic of special trains to connect with ocean liners was in
terminal decline and Southampton Terminus station in the background closed in 1966.
By 1975 freight shipments
through the Eastern
Docks had also declined
dramatically with the
onset on containerized
shipping services. In 1980
the line from Northam Jn
was singled. The signal
box was closed and level
crossing was converted
to warning light operation
in October 1981 as part
of the Eastleigh area resignalling.
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Adelaide
Road
Crossing Box at St
Denys dates from the
late 1890‘s when the
LSWR undertook a
complete modernisation
of signalling in the St
Denys to Southampton
Terminus area to cope
with increasing traffic.
There was a level
crossing at this location
from the opening of the
St Denys to Netley line
in 1866
The traditional gates were replaced by lifting barriers in 1966 and the gate box closed
in October 1981.
Frost Lane Signal Box had the shortest life of any of these boxes. It was opened in
October 1960 to control a new loop to increase capacity on the single track Fawley
branch at a time of increasing traffic. The signal box was built using a second hand
―Stevens‖ frame. The adjacent level crossing was equipped with full width mechanical
lifting barriers. Twenty years later much of the oil traffic had been transferred to
pipelines and traffic reduced from 10 or 12 trains per day to 4 or 5 trains per day. The
loop was closed in November 1980 and the level crossing was converted to automatic
operation in March
1981.
Thank you to Neil for this
article.
Do you have an area of
knowledge that the Friends
might find interesting? If
so, send it in!
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MOORS VALLEY RAILWAY
The Moors Valley, in Ashley Heath, just outside Ringwood, is definitely one of the hidden gems of the ‗too-big-to-be-a-toy but too-small-to-be-serious‘ railway world. It
earns this title, in the author‘s opinion, in terms of its locomotives, its expansive layout,
and especially its signalling.
The MVR is a 7¼‖ narrow-gauge steam railway, which carries families and children
around a country park. The locomotives are closer to the scale of 15‖ gauge locomotives, but that is necessary for them to cope with the extensive layout, fierce gradients,
and heavy loads demanded of them in MVR service. The track layout comprises of a
double track section, with a balloon at one end, and a spiral at the other, and it takes
over 10 minutes to circulate by train, and about 25 to walk. It is the signalling, however,
that this article is concerned with.
There are two signal boxes in
operation, one at each end of
the railway‘s main station,
Kingsmere, the boxes being
Kingsmere East and West.
Signalling in these areas are
semaphore and controlled from
lever frames in the two signal
boxes. Running signals are generally operated by air and return
to danger by themselves with
the passage of trains. Lesser
signals are controlled by wires
by the traditional method. A
Kingmere East Box.
small number of points are
worked mechanically, but the majority are now controlled by air. The whole railway is
continuously track circuited as only a small amount is directly visible to the signalmen.
Kingsmere West is a 17-lever GWR-style box. It controls access to the locomotive
yards at the back of Kingsmere Station, and the single-line balloon loop (bi-directionally
signalled) that turns trains and negates the need for any time inconvenient runninground between journeys.
Kingsmere East is a Southern-style box. East and West Boxes can both switch out.
When switched in, absolute block is in operation over three of the four lines between
the boxes, and a home-made form of working by acceptance lever on the fourth. When
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Left: 3-aspect automatic signal DA301.
Right: 3-aspect signal KE.126 with no 4 position light junction
indicator illuminated. Note also ‘C’ speed board and SPT.
switched out, TCB is in operation over the three lines, and the fourth not used. It is
possible for East to switch in on its own and take remote control of West‘s running
signals.
There three control installations inside East Box. Firstly, a full-size 28-lever, Steven &
Sons frame which came from Becton Gas Works in East London. This controls all the
station area.
In addition to its lever frame, East Box also contains a small (but busy) panel that controls the Lakeside area. The panel is a One Control Switch (OCS) type, but of a freelance design. The panel controls all the remote signalling on the far end of the layout,
using 2- and 3-aspect colour lights and air-operated points and track circuit block.
In 2006 the undercover carriage storage area was doubled and a new avoiding line was
laid in behind the station (to avoid demonstration freight trains taking up valuable paths
through the station on busy days (the truth!)). There being no spare capacity in the
Stevens frame, a 12-lever Westinghouse ‗L‘ style miniature lever frame was installed
alongside the main frame. This came from Gloucester Road Junction. The numbering
sequence carries on from the main frame, so runs from 29-40. There is some spare
capacity in this frame for a future ‗Top Yard‘ that is planned, and also further new connections to the new carriage sidings.
Signalling on the MVR is a full-size concern. The signals are not for fun or for decoration. They control, firstly the safety of the trains and passengers over the many single
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lines and through the many single-bore tunnels, and
secondly the flow and routing of trains around the
network to the required booked workings. On high
days there are service trains, expresses, shuttles, and
demonstration freight trains, all of which have their
own operating characteristics. Kingsmere East is exceptionally busy on gala days. Kingsmere West is quieter, but it is still common to fill up 4 pages in a standard BR train register in a shift!
As someone whose day job is a signalman in a busy
London Box, I feel qualified to make the statement
that after working Kingsmere East Box for a gala Kingmere West Box and
weekend, it is a nice rest to operate London Padding- lever frame.
ton on Monday morning!
1. Woolsbridge Siding (clipped & padlocked); 2. Spiral;
3. Emergency crossover, can be used if the spiral
floods, etc; 4. South Tunnel; 5. Moors Tunnel; 6. Oakwood Tunnel; 7. Lakeside station; 8. Lakeside Level
Crossing (released by ground frame); 9. Double track
section with automatic signals; 10 Level crossing
(padlocked); 11. Kinsgmere East Box; 12. New avoiding line and carriage sheds; 13. Tunnel Line; 14.
Kingsmere Station; 15. Kingsmere West Box; 16.
Turntable; 17 Loco Yard and level crossing; 18. Balloon loop. ‗KE‘ shows the area controlled by
Kingsmere East lever frames (the non-passenger area
is controlled by the Westinghouse frame). ‗KW‘ are
controlled by Kingmsere West. ‗LS‘ area controlled by
the panel in Kingsmere East (actual prefix is still KE,
but shown as LS for the sake of this diagram only).
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SIGNAL BOX CLOTHING & UNIFORM
A reminder that we still have plenty of sweatshirts (£14), polo shirts (£12.50) and Tshirts (£8). These are always available on open days and other special events.
It would be great if EVERYONE present as ―staff‖ on open days and operating events
were wearing some articles of Romsey Signal Box clothing. Please consider making the
investment. Credit facilities are available at zero interest!

SITE VOLUNTEERS APPEAL
Peter Chatfield / Clive Millward
It is heartening that we regularly have more volunteers during open days than we used
to, but there is a cost. We now have up to 9 younger members on site and they do
need supervising. Clive, our Site Manager, their parents and other volunteers spend
much of their time ensuring our younger folks have things to do to keep their interest
going. This is a good thing. However, it does means that much of the main infrastructure works cannot be done on open days.
I am appealing for a few members to come forward to join Clive, and occasionally others, outside of open days. We want to restore and connect up more signals, lay pathways, and continue to improve the site. We‘re already proud of the site – but we could
be prouder!!
It would be really good if just one or two folks – maybe retired or not working but in
reasonable health – could form a working party on, say, three or four days a year. Volunteering is what it says on the tin – we rely on you to come forward; in return there
is no commitment, you simply offer whatever time you can.
Hope to hear from you!
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FRIENDS DIARY DATES

Sunday 5th September

Public Open Day. 10am — 4pm

Sat 11th / Sun 12th September

Heritage Open Days

Sunday 3rd October

Public Open Day. 10am — 4pm

Sunday 7th November

Public Open Day. 10am — 4pm

Sunday 5th December

Public Open Day. 10am — 4pm

Sunday 2nd January

NO Public Open Day.

For Public Open Day information contact Neil Kearns.
Private Members‘ Operating Sessions and Site Development Sessions
Contact Peter Chatfield to be included in plans.
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